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Assistant Secretary-General
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Caribbean and Pacific States

The historic partnership between the Organization of African, Caribbean and Pacific States 
(OACPS) and the European Union (EU) has been renewed after lengthy negotiations. I am 
delighted that culture is one of the priorities of this new cooperation framework. Moreover, 
it is not only recognized as a sector of activity among others, but as a transversal dimension 
that must be taken into account in all development policies. Culture underpins all human 
activities and determines the ways in which we produce, consume, behave in society... The 
new agreement also highlights the humanist and societal values linked to culture, presented 
as a universal right for all, a vector of dialogue, peace and tolerance and a guarantee of 
diversity. It also recognizes the role of creative industries and cultural heritage in maintaining 
social cohesion, but also as a source of creativity and innovation, and a driver of economic 
development. These are the values that underpin the ACP-EU Culture Programme, which 
illustrates the high ambitions of the OACPS and the EU towards culture and creativity 
as drivers of sustainable human development in ACP countries. Launched in 2019, the 
programme is now reaching full speed, inaugurating an innovative sub-granting principle for 
the ACP cultural industries sector. The six cultural and creative development hubs that have 
just been launched in the different ACP regions represent a historic opportunity for a sector 
that has been hit hard by the current health crisis, but whose resilience and dynamism give 
hope for better days for our peoples. 

CULTURE AS A DRIVER FOR SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

The EU-ACP partnership offers new opportunities for creative talents  
from African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
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We all know and have felt, particularly so in this year of COVID-19, how much the absence 
of cultural activities has created a void in our daily lives. The cultural and creative industries 
have shown exceptional resilience in the face of the crisis, but now more than ever they need 
to be supported and encouraged. The African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries have a 
tremendous potential in this field, with the emergence of more and more young talents in all 
cultural and creative sectors. In this respect, they should offer to the new generations a wide 
range of opportunities for employment (artists, creators, technicians, managers, programmers) 
and the creation of local initiatives and businesses (labels, festivals, studios). However, the 
circulation of works on regional and international markets remains extremely limited and 
the restrictive measures taken following the pandemic have further reduced opportunities 
for cultural actors. The ACP-EU Culture Programme has been designed, together with the 
Secretariat of the Organization of ACP States, to sustainably strengthen the potential of 
the cultural and creative sector in its member countries, ensure a better perception of the 
economic and social role it can play and thus stimulate entrepreneurship and self-reliance, 
by boosting creativity. Through innovative support mechanisms for cultural industries and 
the audiovisual sector, it aims to give artistic and creative talents in ACP countries new 
opportunities to flourish, to make them efficient in the use of new technologies to promote 
better access to markets and to ensure their recognition on the international scene. Henriette Geiger,

Director
Directorate « People and Peace »
DG International Partnerships
European Commission
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THE ACP-EU CULTURE PROGRAMME

Towards a viable cultural industry in African, Caribbean and Pacific countries

Launched in 2019, the ACP-EU Culture 
programme aims to encourage 
entrepreneurship and cultural innovation, 
create jobs and increase the income of 
artists and cultural professionals.

This initiative, funded by the European 
Union and implemented by the 
Organization of African, Caribbean and 
Pacific States, builds on the lessons learned 
from previous actions in favour of the 
sector, namely that access to markets 
depends above all on the distribution 
of quality works. Professionalization in 
creation and production, the first link in 
the value chain, is therefore essential. 
Stimulating creativity and improving the 
performance of artists require local support 
on the ground, backed up by financial 
encouragement.

This is the approach adopted by the 
Programme, which is launching a new 
regional support mechanism for ACP 
cultural and creative industries. Organized 
around six regional hubs with €26 million 
in funding, this new mechanism aims to 
support cultural professionals from creation 
to the marketing of their works.
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A NEW SUPPORT MECHANISM FOR THE ACP 
CULTURAL AND CREATIVE SECTORS  

In order to optimize support to ACP cultural 
and creative industries, the programme 
adopts an innovative sub-granting system, 
creating hubs in the six ACP regions (West 
Africa, East Africa, Central Africa, Southern 
Africa, Caribbean and Pacific).

Decentralized support to cultural and creative industries in ACP regions

Managed by consortia of international, 
regional and national organizations 
promoting cultural and creative industries, 
these hubs will respond in a targeted 
manner to the needs of ACP operators, by 
publishing calls for projects at least once 
a year, open to all cultural and creative 
sectors. An important support and capacity-
building system for selected beneficiaries 
will be put in place to ensure the success of 
their projects.

This decentralized mechanism also favours 
a better distribution of financial support 
between the six regions, the multiplication 
of funding opportunities for creators 
and professionals, a better structuring of 
the cultural sectors at regional level and 
greater proximity to operators in the field.

Support for the ACP cultural and creative sectors

Financial support to third parties (direct beneficiaries) by intermediary organizations 
(One call for proposals per year minimum)

Western Africa
€ 6.2 M 

Institut français
Centre culturel

Kôrè

Eastern Africa
€ 6 M

The British Council
HEVA Fund

Central Africa
€ 4.2 M 
Interarts

Culture et
Développement

ECCAS
INA

Southern Africa
€ 3.8 M 

Music in Africa 
Goethe Institut

Caribbean
€ 3 M 

Unesco
University West Indies

Caricom

Pacific
€ 2.8 M 

The Pacific  
Community
Queensland  
Techn. Univ.
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN WESTERN AFRICA

The cultural and creative industries in West Africa include thousands of operators, 
companies and private organizations. However, the majority of its actors are 
still confronted with recurrent problems of structuring, professionalization and 
financing. The entire cultural and creative sector has also suffered the full force of 
the COVID-19 pandemic crisis.

The consortium led by the Institut Français and the Centre Culturel Kôrè intends to 
boost the competitiveness of the cultural and creative industries (CCIs) throughout 
the value chain (creation, production and distribution) in West Africa.

The focus of their interventions is as follows:
	   Providing financial support for projects by operators in the region’s CCIs;
	  Developing the digital economy in West Africa by supporting CCI actors in 

their digital transition;
	  Capacity-building by means of personalized support programme and a series 

of regional short training workshops;
	  Networking of cultural actors through innovative models of creative 

collaboration;
	 Mapping of CCI actors in West Africa ;
	 Creation of the platform awafrica.org.

Contact
Institut français (FR)

	 Anaïs Fontanel 
 Head of Europe division
 Anais.fontanel@institutfrancais.com
	 Céline Bodin 
	 Project	Officer	for	European	projects
 celine.bodin@institutfrancais.com 

Centre culturel Kôrè (ML)

	  Mamou Daffé 
Director

 mdaffe@koresegou.org

Implementing Partners
	 Institut français 
	 Centre culturel Kôrè 

Budget
Total amount: € 7 226 377
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 6 200 000 (or 85.7%)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, 
Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone, Togo, Mauritania
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN CENTRAL AFRICA  

Central Africa, like the rest of the continent, has great potential - yet still 
insufficiently exploited - in the areas of culture and creation. The development of 
the informal sector represents, among other things, a very important margin for 
growth. It is becoming urgent to support the full development of CCIs in the region 
through capacity-building, support to the entire value chain and the circulation of 
quality cultural goods and services.

In support of CCIs in the region, the consortium led by the Interarts Foundation 
in cooperation with the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), 
the Association Culture et Développement and the Institut National des Arts de 
Kinshasa will focus its interventions on:  

	  Supporting cultural and creative industries in Central Africa as a catalyst for 
sustainable socio-economic development;

	 Supporting professional training and networking;
	  Improving visibility, mobility of professionals and promotion and distribution of 

products;
	  Strengthening public-private partnerships, in particular through support to 

SMEs.

Implementing Partners
	 Fondation Interarts
	 Association Culture et Développement
	 Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) 
	 Institut national des arts de Kinshasa

Budget
Total amount: € 4 696 171, 15
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 4 200 000  (or 89,43 %)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, and Sao Tome and 
Principe
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Contact
Fondation Interarts (ES) 
	 Mercedes Giovinazzo 
 Director
 mgiovinazzo@interarts.net 

	 Cristina Bosch 
 General Manager 
 cbosch@interarts.net 

Economic Community of Central African States
(ECCAS) (GA) 
	  Olympe Kombile 

Expert in charge of cultural issues
 secretariat@ceeac-eccas.org

Association Culture et Développement (FR) 
	 Valeria Marcolin 
 Co-director
 v.marcolin@culture-developpement.asso.fr

Institut national des arts de Kinshasa (CD) 
	  André Yoka Lye 

Project coordinator
 inakinshasa@yahoo.fr
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA  

Southern Africa only benefits from a very small share of the global market for 
cultural goods. Only South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe recorded an increase in 
market share between 2013 and 2018, while Botswana, Malawi and Mozambique 
each recorded a decline. This action aims to support the cultural and creative 
sector in marginalized regions of Southern Africa by strengthening them locally 
and linking them regionally.
Through its interventions, the consortium led by the Music in Africa Foundation 
in collaboration with the Goethe Institute plans to support the acceleration of the 
development and strengthening of the performance of the cultural and creative 
sectors in the region by:

	  Improving the capacities of creative professionals, leaders, and organizations;
	  Strengthening the contribution of the cultural and creative sectors to social and 

economic development;
	 Improving access to finance;
	 Supporting the creation of high quality content, goods and services;
	 Increasing visibility, exchange and access to key markets;
	 Fostering sustainability in the sector.

Implementing Partners
	 Music in Africa Foundation
	 Goethe Institut

Budget
Total amount: € 4 300 000
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 3 800 000 (or 88,5 %)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Angola, Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, 
Zambia and Zimbabwe
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Contact
Music in Africa Foundation (ZA)

	 Edington Hatitye 
 Director
 eddie@musicinafrica.net

 Goethe Institut (DE)

	  Klaus Krischok 
Regional Director for Sub-Saharan Africa 

 Klaus.Krischok@goethe.de 
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN EASTERN AFRICA 

Despite a strong momentum in the development of cultural and creative industries, 
East Africa’s market share in this sector remains very small compared to other 
regions of the world. Research has shown that efforts need to focus primarily on 
four areas: increasing the visibility of cultural actors and improving access to the 
public; strengthening cultural infrastructure; improving access to finance; and 
building a more effective support and incentive ecosystem, including promoting a 
better understanding of the creative industries and their business models among 
policymakers and financiers.

In response to these challenges, the consortium led by the British Council in 
partnership with the Heva Fund plans to focus its support as follows:

	  Improving the environment in which cultural and creative practitioners operate 
in the region through grants and innovative funding mechanisms;

	  Capacity-building for young people starting out in the cultural and creative 
sectors;

	  Improving the visual literacy of the public and access to new markets for East 
African cultural and creative goods and services;

	  Setting up a support programme for beneficiaries in the areas of finance and 
law, monitoring and evaluation and finally digitalization.

Implementing Partners
	 The British Council
	 HEVA Fund

Budget
Total amount: € 7 044 451
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 6 000 000 (or 86.18%)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, 
Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.
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Contact
The British Council (GB)

	 Axelle Basselet 
 Head of EU Affairs
 Axelle.Basselet@britishcouncil.be
	  Sandra Chege 

Project coordinator
 sandra.chege@britishcouncil.or.ke

Heva Fund (KE)

	 George Gachara 
 Director
 george@hevafund.com
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Contact
UNESCO Cluster Office for the Caribbean

	 Yuri Peshkov 
 Expert, Cultural Promotion Programmes
 y.peshkov@unesco.org

CARICOM (GY)

	  Hilary Brown 
Culture and community development 

 hilary.brown@caricom.org

University of West Indies (JM)

	  Sonjah N. Stanley Niaah 
Senior Lecturer, Cultural Studies 
Director, Institute of Caribbean Studies 

 sonjah.stanley@unimona.edu.jm 
 culturedoctor@gmail.com

SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN THE CARIBBEAN  

The growth of the Caribbean cultural and creative industries is affected by a 
series of constraints related to securing funding, capacity building and market 
access, compounded by the impact of the COVID-19 crisis. Altough the Caribbean 
artist largely enjoys freedom of expression, there is a need to strengthen 
policies and measures to promote social and economic rights as set out in the 
UNESCO Convention for the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural 
Expressions.

As part of its mandate, the consortium led by UNESCO in collaboration with the 
Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and the University of West Indies intends to 
focus its interventions on fostering the economic, human and social development 
of the region by stimulating inclusive, diversified and sustainable growth of the 
cultural economy through:

	  The creation of decent jobs for women, men and young people;
	  The creation, production and distribution of cultural and creative goods and 

services;
	 An improved market access;
	 The support for regional and national policies and measures.

Implementing Partners
	 UNESCO Cluster Office for the Caribbean
	 University of West Indies
	 The Caribbean Community (CARICOM)

Budget
Total amount: € 3 452 472
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 3 000 000 (or 86,90%)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, 
Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago.
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SUPPORTING THE CULTURAL AND CREATIVE 
SECTORS IN THE PACIFIC

This regional support mechanism aims to improve the coordination, management, 
monitoring and evaluation of development projects in the cultural and creative 
sectors in the three sub-regions of Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia. It 
addresses the main needs of the region, namely strengthening institutional 
mechanisms, mainstreaming culture in all sectors of activity, improving cultural 
production, more effective resource mobilisation and better communication.

As part of its support to CCIs in the Pacific region, the consortium - led by the 
Pacific Community in collaboration with the Queensland University of Technology 
- plans to work towards increasing the contribution of the cultural and creative 
sectors to the economic development of Pacific countries and better recognition of 
its role in national economies by:

	 Facilitating access to financial support for artists and cultural operators;
	  Supporting national/regional development priorities in the fields of culture and 

creative industries;
	  Increasing knowledge, research and learning related to culture and the creative 

industries for capacity, programme and policy development;
	  Improving the skills of artists and operators for the development of the creative 

and cultural industries.

Implementing Partners
	 The Pacific Community
	 Queensland University of Technology

Budget
Total amount: € 3 070 000
Amount of EDF contribution:  € 2 800 000 (or 91.21%)

Duration
40 months

Geographic coverage
Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Federated States of 
Micronesia, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon 
Islands, East Timor, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.
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Contact
The South Pacific Community

	 Claire Thoms 
 Principle Adviser EU Project Management Unit
 clairet@spc.int
	  Miles Young 

Director of Human Rights and Social 
Development

 milesy@spc.int 

Queensland University of Technology (AU)

	 Verena Thomas 
 Senior Researcher 
 Verena.Thomas@qut.edu.au
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CultureXchange: a knowledge and skills sharing platform and 
networking tool for cultural and creative professionals in EU partner 
countries

The CultureXchange online platform, funded by the European Union (EU), 
aims to be an incubator for ideas and projects and a space where actors in 
the cultural and creative sector can connect, meet, interact and exchange.

CultureXchange focuses on issues considered essential for the future 
of the cultural and creative sectors in the EU’s partner countries: the 
cultural policies of the EU and other international, regional and national 
organizations, funding opportunities, cooperation programmes, challenges 
and aspirations of the sector in different parts of the world and especially in 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries.

CultureXchange provides and relays relevant information, current debates, 
studies and projects from the private and public sectors. It offers its 
members an open space to share their knowledge and skills, increase their 
professional visibility, find partnerships and seek funding, thus helping to 
shape the future of culture.

 
Register at https://culturexchange.eu  

and join the CultureXchange community!



The ACP-EU CULTURE programme is an initiative funded by the European Union (EU) and implemented by the Secretariat  
of the Organization of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS).

www.acp-ue-culture.eu
info@acp-ue-culture.eu

https://culturexchange.eu


